
Congratulations, 2013 PN Zone Team! 

Pacific Northwest Swimming fielded a team of 41 athletes, representing 17 different teams.    These 

swimmers who ranged from 9-14; traveled to Roseville, California to participate in the 4 day meet.   

The meet was truly spectacular!  16 LSC from throughout the Western Zone sent teams for a grand total 

of 500 swimmers in the meet.  All of these competitors represented their local areas and made the meet 

fun through good natured practical jokes, trading team gear and racing with respectful sportsmanship. 

The competitive environment was challenging to say the least; each morning was cold and the wind 

seemed constant.  By noon the temperatures had risen as the sun was directly overhead making the 

backstroke events quite different than a normal day of racing at WKCAC. Finals were always HOT!  Hot 

with 90 degree heat and the racing from Team Pacific Northwest.  We had so many racers that were 

winning from the outside lanes it began to seem routine.  Regardless of the order of finish; Pacific 

Northwest Swimmers Rocked! 

Following the results on Meet Mobile shows the tremendous strength of the individual athletes on this 

team.  1st, 2nd and 3rd place finishes; some swimmers having every event finish in the top 3.  We had 

multiple relay teams step it up and bring home medals.  Overall we finished 8th and brought home a 

trophy.  We were a small team, relative to the size of the winning team Colorado with 87 athletes. 

With team size mentioned; next year Zones will be held at the Aquatic Center.  This will be a great 

opportunity for setting the goal to represent Pacific Northwest Swimming.  The Western Zone 

Championships is a ton of fun; be a part of it. 

Thank You 2013 Athletes and Families, 

Your Coaching Staff: 

Ken Rice 

Chericka Ashmann 

Katie Dahl Lometawama 

 


